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Medicine, Division of Nephrology, Hannover Medical School, Hannover, GermanyABSTRACT The cytoskeletal adaptor protein vinculin plays an important role in the control of cell adhesion and migration, link-
ing the actin cytoskeleton to adhesion receptor complexes in cell adhesion sites. The conformation of the vinculin tail dimer,
which is crucial for protein function, was analyzed using site-directed spin labeling in electron paramagnetic resonance spectros-
copy. Interspin distances for a set of six singly and four doubly spin-labeled mutants of the tail domain of vinculin were deter-
mined and used as constraints for modeling of the vinculin tail dimer. A comparison of the results obtained by molecular
dynamic simulations and a rotamer library approach reveals that the crystal structure of the vinculin tail monomer is essentially
preserved in aqueous solution. The orientation of monomers within the dimer observed previously by x-ray crystallography
agrees with the solution electron paramagnetic resonance data. Furthermore, the distance between positions 1033 is shown
to increase by >3 nm upon interaction of the vinculin tail domain with F-actin.INTRODUCTIONThe highly-conserved, cytoskeletal adaptor protein vinculin
plays an important role in the control of cell adhesion and
migration, linking actin dynamics to receptor-based cell
adhesion. Control of vinculin binding to the membrane-
apposed cell adhesion complex affects mechanical stability
and turnover of cell adhesions and thus the cell’s migratory
status (1–3). Vinculin consists of five a-helical bundle do-
mains (Vd1–Vd5), which perform an autoinhibitory head
(Vd1–Vd4) to tail (Vt or Vd5) interaction (4). Vinculin acti-
vation requires release of this intramolecular head-to-tail
interaction. The Vt domain, which forms an antiparallel
bundle of five amphipathic helices (Fig. 1 A) (5), interacts
with several ligands including actin filaments (F-actin)
and acidic phospholipids like phosphatidylinositol-4,5-
bisphosphate or phosphatidylserine (6,7). The binding of
F-actin and acidic phospholipids to the Vt domain is compet-
itive (8) and was suggested to determine vinculin activation
and inactivation in cell adhesions (1,5,9,10). Furthermore,
phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate signaling has been
implicated in the regulation of the intramolecular head-to-
tail bond (6,11) and lipid binding is accompanied by a confor-
mational change in the Vt domain (5,12). Importantly,
binding of F-actin to Vt stimulates a different rearrangement
in the Vt domain that in turn promotes vinculin dimerization
and results in actin filament bundling (5,13,14). Hence,
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sites. The crystal structure of Vt reveals a dimer (5), and
NMR studies provide evidence for the presence of dimeric
Vt in aqueous solution even in the absence of interaction
partners (15).
The chemical shift changes were found to be consistent
with the dimer interface identified by x-ray crystallography;
however, the exact dimer conformation could not be con-
cluded from the NMR titration data (15). Furthermore,
it remained unclear whether this conformation correlates
with the Vt dimer induced in the presence of F-actin,
because a model of F-actin cross-linking by Vt, derived
from electron microscopy and computational docking, sug-
gested a dimer distinct from that of pure Vt observed by
NMR and x-ray crystallography (13,15). In cells, direct
experimental evidence for dimerization of vinculin in the
absence of (tail) ligands is missing. However, under physio-
logical conditions, ligand-induced conformational changes
and dimerization could be facilitated by or develop from
transient interaction of Vt domains through sterically acces-
sible dimerization surfaces (13). To elucidate the suggested
differences in Vt dimer conformations in the presence and
absence of ligands, we apply site-directed spin-labeling
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy. In
this work, we compare inter- and intramolecular distances
derived from monomeric and dimeric Vt in solution in the
absence of ligands with those of the crystal structure and
provide experimental data for the F-actin-induced rear-
rangement of the dimer.
Site-directed spin-labeling EPR spectroscopy has evolved
as a powerful technique to investigate protein structure
and conformational changes under near-physiologicaldoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2011.08.048
FIGURE 1 (A) Vt structure with R1 side chains bound to positions 901,
922, 950, 957, 984, and 1033 (PDB-code: 1ST6). (B) EPR spectra of the
spin-labeled Vt constructs obtained at room temperature. (C) Plot of
hH2i1 (inverse of the second moment) versus DH01 (inverse of central
line width) extracted from the room temperature EPR spectra of the single
mutants Vt901R1, Vt922R1, Vt950R1, Vt957R1, Vt984R1, and Vt1033R1.
Conformation of Vt in Solution 1773conditions (16–18). The shape of continuous-wave (cw) EPR
spectra recorded at room temperature is sensitive to the
reorientational motion of the spin-label side chain providing
information on the motional restriction of the nitroxide
due to sterical interaction with the secondary and tertiary
structure (18,19). In addition, solvent accessibility of the
spin-label side chain and the polarity of the nitroxide micro-
environment characterize the protein topology (18,20).
Determination of distance distributions between two spin-
label side chains using cw or pulse EPR approaches, such
as double electron-electron resonance (DEER) spectroscopy,
has proven to be valuable for the analysis of protein struc-
tures and conformational changes on the level of the back-
bone fold (21–25).
Due to the inherent flexibility of commonly used spin-
label side chains, modeling of the spin-label side-chain
orientations is necessary for the interpretation of interspin
distances with respect to the protein secondary or tertiary
structure. Molecular dynamics (MD) or Monte Carlo simu-
lations and the so-called rotamer library analysis (RLA)
(26–29) are feasible methods. MD simulations providedetailed insight into the spin-label side-chain motion (26);
however, this method is time-consuming and requires large
computational resources. The RLA (28) predicts spin-label
conformations using a semidynamic structure model. The
restriction to a limited set of possible spin-label side-chain
conformations renders this method computationally much
less demanding. In our approach, MD simulations and the
RLA are used to predict internitroxide distances for doubly
spin-labeled Vt mutants. The results are related to interspin
distance distributions determined experimentally by cw
EPR and DEER spectroscopy at X- and Q-band and show
that the conformation of monomeric Vt in solution largely
resembles that of Vt in the crystal. The DEER data of singly
labeled Vt exhibit well-defined interspin distances distribu-
tions that allow for the identification of the conformation of
the Vt dimer in solution. Furthermore, the comparison of
MD simulation and the RLA reveals that the latter method
can provide a fast estimation of the orientation distribution
of nitroxide spin-label side chains.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cloning and mutagenesis of vinculin tail
constructs
Vinculin-encoding cDNAs used in this study are described in Chandrasekar
et al. (11). Vt constructs in pQE-30 (Qiagen, Venlo, The Netherlands),
encoding amino acids 858–1066, are equipped with N-terminal FLAG and
His tags. The QuikChange Method (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) was used to
replace the three wild-type cysteines at positions 950, 972, and 985 by
alanine. Subsequently, the triple alanine mutant of Vt was used to generate
six mutants carrying a single cysteine, Vt-(A901C), Vt-(A922C), Vt-
(A950C), Vt-(A957C), Vt-(V984C/C985V), and Vt-(S1033C), as well as
four double cysteine mutants, Vt-(A901C/A957C), Vt-(A901C/S1033C),
Vt-(A922C/A957C), and Vt-(V984C/C985V/S1033C). All mutant
constructs were verified by DNA sequencing.Protein expression, purification,
and characterization
In the following, the six spin-labeled single cysteine Vt mutants are termed
Vt901R1, Vt922R1, Vt950R1, Vt957R1, Vt984R1, and Vt1033R1, and
the four double cysteine mutants are Vt901R1/957R1, Vt922R1/957R1,
Vt901R1/1033R1, and Vt984R1/1033R1. Spin-label side-chain (R1) posi-
tions under investigation are illustrated in terms of their location in the
Vt crystal structure in Fig. 1 A. Recombinant Vt mutants were expressed
and purified as described before (30). Labeling with the (1-oxy-2,2,5,5-
tetramethyl-pyrrolinyl-3-methyl) methanethiosulfonate spin label (MTSSL)
was carried out overnight by incubating the proteins bound to Ni-NTA
beads (Qiagen) with 1 mM MTSSL, for single cysteine mutants, or 2 mM
MTSSL, for double cysteine mutants.
Unbound spin label was removed by washing the Ni-NTA beads several
times with 50 mM phosphate buffer, pH7.2. Spin-labeled protein was eluted
according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Qiagen) and transferred into
20 mM phosphate (pH 7.2) buffer using PD10 desalting columns (GE
Healthcare, Waukesha, WI). Spin-labeling efficiency was determined by
comparison of double integrated EPR spectra with a standard and found
to be between 75 and 90%. Protein integrity was confirmed using Coomas-
sie blue-stained sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
gels and circular dichroism spectroscopy. To verify protein function, F-actinBiophysical Journal 101(7) 1772–1780
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confirmed as described earlier (11,30) (see Fig. S1 and Fig. S2 of the
Supporting Material). Protein concentrations were determined using a
BCA assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA).EPR spectroscopy
Room temperature cw-EPRmeasurements were carried out on a MiniScope
benchtop EPR spectrometer (MS200; Magnettech, Berlin, Germany) equip-
ped with a rectangular TE102 resonator fluxed with gaseous nitrogen to
keep the temperature stable. The microwave power was set to 10 mW
and the B-field modulation to 0.15 mT. The sample solutions contain
40% (m/v) sucrose to reduce protein rotational diffusion. Ten microliters
of sample volume containing protein concentrations of 80–120 mM was
filled into EPR glass capillaries (0.9-mm inner diameter). The width of
the central line and the spectral breadth (second moment) were used for
the analysis of the spin-label mobility (18).
Low temperature cw-EPR measurements were carried out at 160 K using
a homemade X-band EPR spectrometer equipped with an AEG H103 rect-
angular cavity. The microwave power was set to 0.2 mW, and a B-field
modulation amplitude of 0.24 mT was used. Forty microliters of sample
solution with a final protein concentration of 80–120 mM was filled into
an EPR quartz capillary (3-mm inner diameter). A continuous flow cryostat
model No. ESR 900 (Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, UK) allowed stabili-
zation of the sample temperature. Spectra were recorded with a field sweep
width of 12 mT. In a distance range below 2 nm, the dipolar interaction
between two spin labels lead to a considerable increase of the line width
of the cw-EPR spectra. Below 1 nm, Heisenberg exchange interaction
may contribute (31). Values of the interspin distances were determined
from a detailed line shape analysis. Therefore, simulated EPR powder
spectra convoluted with a dipolar splitting function were fitted to the exper-
imental data using DIPFIT (31). In addition, the Tikhonov regularization-
based program SHORT DISTANCES, kindly provided by Christian
Altenbach (32), was used, which determines best-fit parameters for the in-
terspin distance and distance distribution. In both cases, isotropic distribu-
tions of mutual nitroxide orientations were assumed and contributions due
to possible Heisenberg exchange interaction were disregarded.
Pulse EPR experiments (DEER) were performed at X-band frequencies
(9.4 GHz) with an Elexsys 580 spectrometer equipped with a Flexline split
ring resonator ER 4118XMS3 (Bruker, Rheinstetten, Germany). Forty
microliters of sample solution with a final protein concentration of 80–
120 mM containing 10% of deuterated glycerol was filled into an EPR
quartz capillary (1-mm inner diameter). A continuous flow helium cryostat,
model No. ESR900 (Oxford Instruments) and an ITC 503S (Oxford Instru-
ments) were used for temperature controlling. All measurements were
performed using the four-pulse DEER sequence: p/2(yobs)  t1 – p (yobs) –
t0 – p (ypump) – (t1þ t2 – t0) – p (yobs) t2 – echo (33). For the DEER pulses
at the observer frequency, the hxi channels were used. A two-step phase
cycling (þhxi, hxi) was performed on p/2(yobs). Time t0 was varied,
whereas t1 and t2were kept constant, and the dipolar evolution time is given
by t ¼ t0 – t1. Data were analyzed only for t > 0. The resonator was
overcoupled.
The pump frequency ypump was set to the center of the resonator dip and
coincided with the maximum of the nitroxide EPR absorption spectrum,
whereas the observer frequency yobs was 65 MHz higher and coincided
with the low field local maximum of the absorption spectrum. All measure-
ments were performed at a temperature of 50 K with observer pulse lengths
of 16 ns for p/2 and 32 ns for p-pulses and a pump pulse length of 12 ns.
Deuterium modulation was averaged by adding traces at eight different
t1 values, starting at t1,0 ¼ 400 ns and incrementing by Dt1 ¼ 56 ns. Back-
ground correction of the DEER spectrum provided the dipolar evolution
function, which is a superposition of functions oscillating with the dipolar
coupling frequency udd depending on the distances of interacting spins.
Interspin distance distributions were determined by fitting of the Fourier-
transformed dipolar evolution function (Pake pattern) using a model ofBiophysical Journal 101(7) 1772–1780random oriented spins with respect to the dipolar axis and Tikhonov regu-
larization as implemented in DEERAnalysis 2006 (34).
Q-band DEER spectra were recorded at 50 K on an Elexsys SuperQ FT-
EPR Spectrometer (Bruker) equipped with a CF935 Helium flow-cryostat
(Oxford Instruments) and a home-built EPR resonator. The pump and probe
frequencies were set at 33.6037 GHz and 33.6237 GHz. The length of the
pump pulse was 80 ns and the 90 and 180 detection pulses were of length
40 ns and 80 ns. The times between the pulses were set as follows: t1¼ t2¼
400 ns, t0 ¼ 1200 ns. The Q-band DEER data were analyzed in the same
manner as the X-band data.The rotamer library approach
To predict orientations and distances of protein-bound R1 side chains,
a semidynamic structure model of the spin label was used. In this model,
the conformational dynamics of the R1 side chain is represented by
a discrete set of possible conformations. These conformational structures
of the spin-label side chain, R1, were provided by a so-called rotamer
library that contains 98 R1 rotamer structures (28). The sets of possible ro-
tamers on the selected positions were determined by calculating the prob-
ability of a particular rotamer to occur in the protein structure (PDB
code: 1ST6). Therefore, the free energy for each rotamer was computed
considering only van der Waals interactions between atoms of the label
and atoms of the protein using a forgive-factor of 0.01 (28). From the ro-
tamer sets of two different residual positions, all possible distance combi-
nations were calculated and their intensities were weighted by the
product of the populations of the considered rotamers to determine distance
distributions.MD simulation
Modeled R1 side chains replaced the native amino acids at the investigated
positions in the crystal structure (PDB code: 1ST6). The nitroxide side
chain was reoriented manually to avoid steric overlaps with neighboring
side chains according to the method described earlier (26,27). All MD
simulations were performed with the GROMACS simulation suite. The
force field ffG43b1 from GROMOS, which is integrated into GROMACS,
was used for the simulations in vacuum. Energy minimization was per-
formed by using steepest descent and conjugate gradients algorithms.
Several MD simulations were performed with different spin-labeled sites
at 600 K in vacuo with position restraints on the backbone atoms. The final
production MD runs were carried out for 5  106 steps with a time incre-
ment of 2 fs. The current structure was saved every 0.2 ps giving a 10-ns
trajectory file with 50,000 frames. Distances between nitroxide N-O group
centers were extracted from each frame of the trajectory files and used for
interspin distance calculations, leading to distance distribution histograms.RESULTS
Spin-label side-chain mobility
The reorientational motion of the nitroxide spin-label side
chain provides information on the immediate environment
of the spin-labeled position in the protein analyzed. The
motion comprises contributions from 1), the Brownian
rotary diffusion of the protein, 2), its backbone dynamics,
and 3), bond rotational isomerization within the spin-label
side chain. The latter is modulated by the protein secondary
and tertiary structure in the vicinity of the spin-label binding
site. The overall reorientational motion of the spin label is
reflected in the shape of the room temperature cw-EPR
spectrum due to the partial averaging of the anisotropic
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width of the central line (DH0
1) and the inverse second
moment (hH2i1) of room temperature EPR spectra were
found to be suitable parameters to describe the complicated
properties of the spin-label mobility and to provide informa-
tion about the interaction between the R1 side chain and its
environment. From experiments with numerous proteins,
correlations between the mobility of R1 and protein topog-
raphy have been established (35–37).
In all of these proteins, R1 residues are highly immobi-
lized at buried sites, are immobilized or have complex
multicomponent spectra at tertiary contact sites, and have
intermediate mobility at helix surface sites. The apparent
hyperfine splitting and the line widths of Vt901R1,
Vt922R1, Vt950R1, Vt957R1, Vt984R1, and Vt1033R1
(Fig. 1 B) indicate site-dependent restrictions of the R1
side-chain mobility (compare to Fig. 1 A for R1 positions).
The highest degree of motional restriction is found for
Vt957R1, indicating a buried or helix contact site. A slightly
higher mobility is revealed for Vt984R1. The EPR spectrum
of Vt901R1 shows two components, which can either result
from the presence of rotameric subpopulations or Vt confor-
mations differing in their motional restrictions. The largest
fraction shows the properties of helix contact sites, with
only a small fraction revealing very high dynamics.
The spectral shapes of Vt922R1 and Vt950R1 resemble
those of helix surface sites, as revealed by comparison
with the extensively studied spectra of surface sites D72R1
and V131R1 of T4 lysozyme (38,39). A slightly higher
restriction of the mobility is observed for Vt1033R1. Topo-
logical regions in the DH0
1 versus hH2i1 plot (Fig. 1 C)
indicate that Vt922R1, Vt950R1, and Vt1033R1 are located
in the area characteristic for helix surface sites in agreement
with the above spectral shape comparison. In contrast,
Vt957R1 and Vt984R1 show clear features of R1 side chains
subject to tertiary contact. This result is consistent with the
Vt crystal structure, where the corresponding Ca-Cb bonds
are oriented toward neighboring helices. (R1 side-chain loca-
tions on the Vt crystal structure are illustrated in Fig. 1 A.)
This applies also for Vt950R1, even though the EPR results
suggest that position 950 should be surface-exposed. How-
ever, the latter is in line with the fact that position 950 is
located close to the N-terminal end of helix three (H3).
Thus, the dynamics of the H3 N-terminal end might
contribute to the observed high mobility of the bound spin
label. The value of the inverse line width of Vt901R1 is gov-
erned by the mobile component that reflects a loop site. In
contrast, the value of the inverse second moment is domi-
nated by the immobile spectral component and refers to
a tertiary contact or helix surface-related position. In the
Vt crystal structure, position 901 is located at helix H1
with the Ca-Cb bond oriented toward helix H5. A spin label
attached at this position would experience tertiary contact to
helix H5 and would not exhibit any mobile features in the
EPR spectrum. The appearance of an additional mobilecomponent in the EPR spectrum of Vt901R1 suggests that
the structure for a small fraction of Vt molecules in aqueous
solution differs from that in the crystal.Intramolecular interspin distances
Interhelical distances were determined for four different Vt
double cysteine mutants. In addition to Vt901R1/957R1
with spin labels on distant helices H1 and H3, three Vt vari-
ants, Vt922R1/957R1 (H2/H3), Vt901R1/1033R1 (H1/H5),
and Vt984R1/1033R1 (H4/H5), were selected to analyze
distances between neighboring helices. Schemes of the in-
vestigated spin-label positions and the corresponding low
temperature (T ¼ 160 K) cw-EPR spectra are shown in
Fig. 2. The spectra of Vt922R1/957R1 (H2/H3), Vt901R1/
1033R1 (H1/H5), and Vt984R1/1033R1 (H4/H5) exhibit
significant broadening, indicating close proximity between
the respective spin-labeled side chains. For Vt901R1/
1033R1, the fit by Tikhonov regularization using the
program SHORT DISTANCES agrees with the experimen-
tally recorded spectrum and reveals a mean distance of
0.8 nm 5 0.1 nm. The simulated spectrum of Vt984R1/
1033R1 shows small deviations with respect to the experi-
mental one in the region of the low field maximum. The
mean distance, extracted from the calculated distance distri-
bution (0.7 nm 5 0.1 nm), is similar to the result obtained
for Vt922R1/957R1 (0.8 nm 5 0.1 nm).
In general, the agreement between simulations and exper-
iments are satisfactory, the largest deviations being obvious
for Vt922R1/957R1. Interspin distances were also deter-
mined by using the fitting program DIPFIT, considering
a Gaussian-shaped distance distribution (31). Calculated
mean distance values are in agreement with those obtained
by the program SHORT DISTANCES. However, in the
interpretation of these data it has to be considered that the
assumption of an isotropic distribution of nitroxide orienta-
tions might not be valid, because the R1 orientations might
be restricted due to interactions with neighboring protein
atoms (see below). Mobility measurements and RLA (see
below) indicate motionally restricted and thus orientation-
ally correlated spin-label pairs. Additionally, in the distance
range discussed here, Heisenberg spin exchange is relevant
(40), which depends on the mutual R1 orientation as well.
Because Heisenberg exchange interaction is not considered
in both of the applied fitting programs, the fitted interspin
distance values might be understood as a lower limit. On
the other hand, the spectra of Vt922R1/957R1, Vt901R1/
1033R1, and Vt984R1/1033R1 are significantly broader
than the spectrum of crystallized spin-labeled insulin
(B2SL) where the nitroxide groups are 1 nm apart (31).
Therefore, this value defines the upper distance limit for
these three double mutants.
Dipolar evolution functions obtained for Vt901R1/957R1
(H1/H3) by Q- and X-band DEER measurements show six
well-resolved modulation maxima within the time domainBiophysical Journal 101(7) 1772–1780
FIGURE 2 Interspin distances between R1 side chains in doubly spin-labeled Vt. (Left) Populated rotamers for Vt901R1/957R1 (H1/H3), Vt922R1/957R1
(H2/H3), Vt901R1/1033R1 (H1/H5), and Vt984R1/1033R1 (H4/H5) (stick representation) are shown attached to the Vt crystal structure (ribbon style).
(Center) Distance distributions, P(r), for the doubly spin-labeled Vt constructs (shown on the left) were determined by X-band EPR spectroscopy (shaded)
considering dipolar interaction only (see text). The rotamer library approach (broken lines) and MD simulations (solid) are shown for comparison. (Right)
Experimentally obtained low temperature cw-EPR spectra (solid) of Vt922R1/957R1 (H2/H3), Vt901R1/1033R1 (H1/H5), and Vt984R1/1033R1 (H4/H5),
as well as the DEER spectrum for Vt901R1/957R1 are overlaid with fits (shaded) calculated using programs SHORT DISTANCES and DEERAnalysis,
respectively.
1776 Abe´ et al.of 2200 ns (X-band) (Fig. 2) (see also Fig. S4). The distance
distributions calculated using Tikhonov regularization of the
X- and Q-band data yield mean values of 2.65 nm. The full
width at half-maximum of the main distance peak of 0.2 nm
suggests strong restriction of the reorientation of both spin-
label side chains, providing evidence for specific spin-label
orientations with respect to the dipolar axis (see below).Modeling of spin-label side-chain orientations:
RLA and MD simulations
Spin-label side-chain conformations for the spin-labeled
sites of the Vt crystal structure were obtained using the
RLA (see Materials and Methods). This approach yields
only one significantly populated spin-label rotamer for posi-
tions 1033 and 922, whereas up to seven different rotamer
conformations can be found for the other studied positions.
For double mutants Vt901R1/1033R1, Vt922R1/957R1,
and Vt984R1/1033R1, where clashes between R1 side
chains can occur, the computation was done with the
Vt1033R1 or Vt922R1 side chains oriented according to
the previously found rotamers. For Vt984R1/1033R1, the
number of populated rotamers for Vt984R1 (H4) is reduced
from seven to three, indicating that the R1 side chain bound
at position 1033 (H5) restricts the space accessible for R1 at
position 984 (H4). For Vt901R1 (H1), three significantlyBiophysical Journal 101(7) 1772–1780populated rotamers were found in both absence and pres-
ence of R1 at position 1033 (H5).
The number of populated rotamers (two) for Vt957R1
(H3) does not change in absence or presence of the R1
side chain at position 922 (H2). Thus, the motional freedom
of R1 on positions 957 (H3) and 901 (H1) is not influenced
by a spin-label side chain at positions 922 (H2) or 1033
(H5). However, the total number of populated rotamer
conformations is small in each case, highlighting the restric-
tions due to interactions with protein and/or other adjacent
R1 side-chain atoms. The rotamers exhibiting the highest
population of each position are shown in Fig. 2. Distances
of N-O group centers were calculated and weighted with
the populations of the corresponding rotamers. The distance
distribution of Vt901/957R1 exhibits a mean distance of
2.8 nm and a full width at half-maximum of 0.1 nm.
Vt922R1/957R1 (H2/H3) and Vt984R1/1033R1 (H4/H5)
exhibit distance distributions with a mean distance below
1.0 nm, whereas Vt901R1/1033R1 (H1/H5) shows distances
between 1.0 and 1.2 nm.
In addition to the RLA, the accessible space for the spin-
label side chains was characterized by MD simulation
trajectories of 10-ns length calculated at 600 K. Because
the protein backbone was fixed, only the motional freedom
of the side chains contributes to the observed interspin
distance distributions shown in Fig. 2. The mean distance
Conformation of Vt in Solution 1777between N-O groups of Vt901R1/957R1 yields 2.73 nm.
The small distribution width of 0.16 nm reflects the
restricted flexibility of 901R1 and 957R1. From the dis-
tance distributions of Vt922R1/957R1 (H2/H3), Vt901R1/
1033R1 (H1/H5), and Vt984R1/1033R1 (H4/H5), mean dis-
tances below 1.3 nm were obtained. Vt922R1/957R1 (H2/
H3) reveals a narrow distance distribution with a mean
distance of 0.95 nm. For Vt984R1/1033R1 (H4/H5), two
distinct populations were observed with the most populated
state at a mean distance of 0.73 nm. In fact, the MD tra-
jectories suggest two distinct orientations for Vt1033R1
(data not shown). The distance distribution for Vt901R1/
1033R1 (H1/H5) exhibits a mean distance of 1.27 nm,
with a distribution width of 0.22 nm, indicating a higher
motional freedom for Vt901R1 and Vt1033R1 compared
to the other spin-label side chains studied.FIGURE 3 DEER spectroscopy of singly spin-labeled Vt constructs.
(Left) Dipolar evolution functions (shaded) and the corresponding fits
calculated with DEERAnalysis (solid). (Right) Experimental distance
distributions, P(r), obtained by DEERAnalysis (solid) are compared to
calculated interspin distances of R1 side chains in the dimer crystal struc-
ture (1QKR) using the RLA (shaded). The interspin distance between posi-
tions 1033 was also determined in Vt1033R1 bundling actin filaments
(VTA1033R1) (dashed).Intermolecular interspin distances
It was previously shown that wild-type Vt can self-associate
with monomer/dimer Kd values of ~300 mM (15). Monomer
concentrations at ~100 mM as used in our DEER experi-
ments would result in formation of ~25% of dimers. In
fact, the DEER dipolar evolution functions of Vt singly
spin-labeled mutants (Fig. 3) reveal dipolar modulations,
indicating dipolar interaction due to Vt dimerization. The
particular modulation depths vary between 0.1 and 0.2.
This corresponds to a number of interacting spins of
between 1.1 and 1.3, which reflects the fraction of dimers
in the sample to be in the range from 10% to 30% in agree-
ment with the above-mentioned Kd.
The distance distributions are well defined (Fig. 3). Addi-
tional small contributions in the distance plots occur most
likely due to the low signal/noise ratio, especially in the cases
of Vt922R1 (H2), Vt950R1 (H3), and Vt1033R1 (H5).
ForVt922R1 andVt957R1, the applied evolution time allows
reliable distance quantification up to ~5 nm. Thus, the dis-
tances in these cases might be slightly larger than those ob-
tained by Tikhonov regularization. The interspin distances
forVt1033R1 and those forVt1033R1within F-actin bundles
(VtA1033R1) differ by >3 nm, pointing to distinct dimer
conformations of Vt in the presence and absence of F-actin.Determination of the molecular alignment within
the Vt dimer
NMR studies (15) as well as the DEER measurements on
singly labeled Vt domains performed in this study provide
evidence for the presence of dimeric Vt in aqueous solution
even in the absence of interaction partners. Experimental in-
terspin distances of the helix-bound R1 side chains and
calculated internitroxide distances using the RLA were
used to determine the relative alignment of two Vt mole-
cules. For spin-labeled sites of T4 lysozyme, it has been
shown that calculated rotamers match the location of thex-ray rotamers reasonably well, although spin-label rotamer
ensembles were predicted instead of the single rotamer seen
in the x-ray structure (41). In addition, backbone flexibility
is neglected in the RLA. Hence, in our comparison, relative
populations of the different rotamers and thus the shape of
the calculated distance distribution were disregarded, and
only the calculated range of interspin distances accessible
for the R1 side chains due to sterically allowed rotamers
is being discussed.
In Fig. 3, results of the RLA calculations based on the
dimer found in the Vt crystal structure (1QKR) are shown
and compared to the experimental data. The distance vectors
of respective spin-labeled sites are depicted in Fig. 4. The in-
ternitroxide distances calculated for Vt950R1, Vt957R1,Biophysical Journal 101(7) 1772–1780
1778 Abe´ et al.Vt984R1, and Vt1033R1 of the Vt dimer crystal structure
agree with the experimental data. For Vt922R1, the calcu-
lated interspin distances are located at the upper limit of
the distance range accessible in our experiment (5.3 nm).
At this limit, the population of the experimentally deter-
mined distance distribution is generally underestimated.
With this in mind, calculated and experimental data for
Vt922R1 do not disagree. A significant deviation between
calculated and experimental distance distributions is obvious
for Vt901R1. Although populated rotamers contribute to in-
terspin distances of between 2.6 and 2.8 nm, these values are
larger than the experimental value of 2.3 nm (Fig. 3). To
accommodate the experimental data, helices H1 of both
monomers have to be slightly rotated and shifted into the
direction of the dimerization interface by 0.2–0.3 nm each.
Such a shift decreasing the distance between positions 901
and 1033 within the monomers by 0.2–0.3 nm is well in
agreement with the experimental data determined for the
doubly labeled Vt901R1/1033R1 construct (see Fig. 2).
A grid search with systematic variation of the relative Vt
monomer orientations within the dimer was performed to
investigate whether the solution discussed above is unique
(see Materials and Methods). All calculations were per-
formed with and without N- and C-terminal domains
included in the clash calculations, to consider a potential
rearrangement of the strap and the C-terminus upon Vt
dimerization. The best fitting solution reveals a crosslike
upside-down alignment of the two Vt molecules, dimer
model 2 (see Fig. S5). In this model, one Vt molecule shows
primarily involvement of helix H5 in the interaction surface,
together with parts of helices H1 and H4. The contact region
of the Vt partner molecule consists of the N-terminal strap,
which is adjacent to helix H1, and a major part of helix H1
itself. This Vt dimer configuration thus differs significantly
from that of the crystal structure. In model 2, the agreement
of calculated interspin distance distributions for Vt922R1,
Vt950R1, Vt957R1, Vt984R1, and Vt1033R1 with the
experimental data is of similar quality to that obtained for
the crystal dimer (see Fig. S6). For Vt901R1, however, the
calculated mean interspin distance (2.1 nm) is less than
the experimental one (2.3 nm), and a shift of helix H1,
as required to accommodate the experimental data of
Vt901R1/1033R1, would further increase the discrepancy.FIGURE 4 Crystal structure of the Vt dimer (1QKR) showing interspin
distance vectors that connect Cb positions of the spin-labeled sites used
in this study.
Biophysical Journal 101(7) 1772–1780In principle, selection of the most probable of these two
dimer models could be done with the help of computational
structure prediction as demonstrated recently (42). How-
ever, the disagreement of dimer model 2 with published
NMR results (15), which do not show chemical shift pertur-
bations in the strap nor in the C-terminal end of helix H5,
and the agreement between our experimental data and the
crystal structure, render this dispensable.DISCUSSION
Vinculin plays an important role in cell adhesion and migra-
tion modulating the anchorage of the actin cytoskeleton to
the cell adhesion complex. In this respect, control of vincu-
lin tail conformation and dimerization appears to be crucial
for vinculin function. The crystal structure of Vt reveals
a homodimer with each monomer consisting of an antipar-
allel bundle of five amphipathic helices (H1–H5) (5).
NMR studies (15) provide further evidence for the presence
of dimeric Vt in aqueous solution in the absence of interac-
tion partners. In cells, however, activation of vinculin
requires combinatorial input of several binding partners, re-
stricting vinculin ligand binding to sites of cell adhesion
(1,9,10,43). The Vt domain is released from its head domain
only in close proximity to head and tail binding partners,
which together determine the conformation (or allosteric
state) of the vinculin protein. Therefore, the free vinculin
tail as studied by biochemical and biophysical methods in
the absence of binding partners, does not exist in cells, but
may rather represent a transient intermediate state between
interactions with competing Vt ligands, i.e., vinculin head,
F-actin, and acidic phospholipids. Consistently, formation
of Vt dimers as required for example in actin filament
bundling, was proposed to be facilitated through interaction
of Vt domains via sterically accessible dimerization sur-
faces (13). Vinculin behavior in cell adhesions highlights
the biological relevance of Vt dimers.
To investigate the structure of monomeric and dimeric Vt
in solution and to set the basis for an elucidation of the sug-
gested difference in the conformations of dimeric Vt in the
absence and presence of F-actin, we applied cw- and pulse
EPR methods. Spin-label mobility and intramolecular inter-
spin distances betweenR1 side chains bound to selected posi-
tions were studied. The analysis of the spin-label mobility
does not provide any evidence for a significant difference
between solution and crystal structure of Vt. MD simulation
and rotamer calculations were performed to compare both
computational methods and relate their predictive power to
interspin distance results. For Vt901R1/957R1, as a probe
for the relative arrangement of helices H1 and H3 within
the Vt monomer, experimental and calculated interspin
distances match nicely. For Vt922R1/957R1 and Vt984R1/
1033R1, the distance distributions determined by MD simu-
lation and byRLA resemble each other and result in interspin
distances below 1 nm.
Conformation of Vt in Solution 1779In this distance regime, Heisenberg exchange coupling
contribute to the EPR spectral shape, which may interfere
with the determination of the interspin distance. However,
our experimental data provide strong evidence for interspin
distances distributions centered below 1 nm, indicating the
arrangement of H2-H3 and H4-H5 in solution being similar
to the Vt crystal structure. For Vt901R1/1033R1, the dis-
tance ranges obtained by RLA and MD simulations are
similar; however, the populations of rotamers calculated by
the two methods differ. This discrepancy could be explained
by the fact that in MD simulations protein side chains are
allowed to reorient upon interactions with the R1 side chains,
whereas all protein atoms were fixed in the RLA. Compar-
ison of the dipolar broadened cw EPR spectrum with that
of spin-labeled insulin B2SL (31) reveals an interspin
distance value below 1 nm that deviates from the values
simulated for the Vt crystal structure. Hence, H1 has to be
marginally rotated and shifted in the direction of helix H5
to enable the convergence of the two R1 side chains. Taken
together, the results for the here-investigated doubly labeled
Vt constructs indicate that the five-helical-bundle arrange-
ment proposed by the crystal structure of Vt is largely
preserved in an aqueous environment.
DEER measurements on Vt single mutants show clear
evidence for a Vt dimerization in solution. The fraction of
dimers found for the concentrations used is in agreement
with the previously determined Kd of 300 mM (15). Interspin
distance distributions determined for the dimer in the crystal
(1QKR) fit the experimental data, if the above-mentioned
shift of H1 is taken into consideration. A grid search of
monomer orientations, which fulfill the experimental dis-
tance constraints, shows that the structure of the dimer
found in the crystal is one of two structures yielding reason-
able agreement between calculated and experimental inter-
spin distances. Previous NMR chemical shift data (15)
revealed parts of helices H4 and H5 to be involved in the
dimerization interface, in agreement with the dimer inter-
face identified by x-ray crystallography.
Furthermore, EPR data available as of this writing show
that the relative arrangement of helices H1, H2, and H3 in
the Vt dimer agrees with that found in the crystal. Other-
wise, a model of F-actin cross-linking by Vt, derived from
electron microscopy and computational docking, suggested
a dimer distinct from that of pure Vt observed by NMR and
x-ray crystallography (13,15). The distinct interspin dis-
tance distributions determined for positions 1033 of the
dimer in the absence (Vt1033R1) and presence of F-actin
(VtA1033R1) reveal that in the F-actin bound state the
distance between these sites is increased by >3 nm. Consis-
tent with the EM-based model (13), the observed distance
distribution excludes concomitant involvement of the
helices H5 of both monomers in the dimerization interface
of Vt dimers bound to F-actin. This result proves the useful-
ness of our approach for further elucidation of the Vt-dimer/
F-actin complex at the level of the backbone fold.Analysis of vinculin dynamics in adhesion sites (2,11,44)
suggests a continuous competition of different binding part-
ners, which requires fast and reversible modulation of
Vt domain ligand binding. The interaction surface of the
Vt dimer in solution sets an example for the homotypic
interaction of Vt domains and should be related to the
dimers interacting with F-actin and acidic phospholipids,
as the vinculin protein shuttles between different binding
states (of the tail) and inactivation (1). Therefore, the Vt
dimer in solution is considered one of the biologically rele-
vant Vt interaction structures. It is furthermore instrumental
to the currently performed analysis of 1), F-actin and 2),
lipid-induced Vt dimers, which together will promote eluci-
dation of the vinculin conformations that modulate and
control the anchorage of the actin cytoskeleton.CONCLUSION
Combining experimental and computational techniques of
high-resolution distance measurement, we observe that the
crystal structure of monomeric Vt is essentially maintained
in an aqueous solution, except for a small rearrangement of
helices H1 and H5, which brings residues 901 (H1) and
1033 (H5) in closer proximity. The reasonable agreement
of the computational results for several positions shows
that MD simulation and the computation time-saving ro-
tamer library approach are suitable techniques to predict
spin-label side-chain orientations and flexibility. The com-
bination of EPR spectroscopy and computational methods
enabled the determination of the Vt dimer configuration in
a near-physiological environment.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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